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Abstract — The paper presents the steps of calculating the 

stress-strain state of coal pillars by finite element method. The 

estimated area included the following blocks: the rock of roof 

and soil, coal pillar, broken-down rock, and the area of complete 

roof displacement. All the blocks were taken linearly deformable 

with natural deformation characteristics. The distribution of the 

bearing pressure on the pillar obtained on the first stage was 

used to determine the length of behind limit deformation zone 

and its deformation characteristics. On the second stage, the 

behind limit deformation zone was additionally calculated on the 

edge of the pillar. The analytical dependence of the length of the 

pillar’s behind limit deformation zone (the distance to the 

maximum pressure) on the compressive strength of coal, depth 

and lateral thrust rate was established. This result allows us to 

find the minimum width of the stable pillars.  

 

Keywords — coal pillars, finite element method, behind limit 

coal deformation, maximum bearing pressure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The calculation of the minimum width of the tape stable 
pillars is one of the main tasks of geomechanics in 
underground mining of minerals. Many works, a complete 
overview of which is given in [1], were devoted to the 
solution of this task. 

The results of these studies are based on approximate 
solutions of elastic and elastic-plastic tasks of interaction of 
host rocks with pillars. In this paper, we develop a numerical 
approach based on the finite element method [2]. In contrast to 
[3-7], the stressed state of pillars is described with the help of 
full characteristics of coal compression diagrams. 

At the present time, the complex of the most pressing 
issues that mining science faces now, such as development of 
mechanization of coal mining [8, 9], reducing aggressive 
impact of mining operations on the environment [10-14], 
design of organizational forms of coal enterprising [15-18], is 
supplemented with the problem of providing a world-class 
safety. Its main direction is researching the physical processes 
of coal extraction [19-21]. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The object of research was safety coal pillars of various 
purposes. To solve the problem of the possibility of pillars 
extracting, it was necessary to carry out the analysis of the 

geomechanical condition and to set the size of the disturbed 
areas. The transition of pillar edge from the stable state into 
the broken one was taken into account in the consideration of 
behind limit coal deformation. To calculate the behind limit 
condition of the pillars edge, the finite element method was 
used. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We reviewed the stress-strain state of coal pillars having 
different purpose: inter-face, under capital mine workings, 
under objects on the surface and underground. 

The estimated rectangular area included the following 
units: coal pillar; mined-out area; host rocks; total 
displacement area (Figure 1). At the upper boundary of the 
calculating area AB there is no load (full surface). At the 
lower boundary CD, remote from the pillar, there are no 
normal displacement (the border is secured).  On the vertical 
borders BC and AD RMS there is lateral thrust strength 
acting. 

 

Figure 1. Calculation scheme: 1 – the coal pillar; 2 – caving of 
the rock; 3 – host rock; the area of full displacements 

 

Coal pillar (1, Fig.1) is loaded with the volumetric force: γ 
= 14000 N/m3, E = 109 N/m2, Poisson ratio ν = 0.25.  

The area of caved rock (2) is loaded with the volumetric 
force: γ = 20000 N/m3, Young modulus E = 108 N/m2, 
Poisson ratio ν = 0,25. 
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The block of host rock (3) is loaded with the volumetric 
force: γ = 25000 N/m3, equal to the weight of host rock; 
Young modulus E = 1010 N/m2, Poisson ratio ν = 0.25.  

The area of full displacements is loaded with the 
volumetric force: γ = 25000 N/m3, Young modulus E = 

0,51010 N/мm2, Poisson ratio ν = 0,25.  

Stage 1 of calculations. Stress-strain state of the 
calculating area is described by linear deformable blocks 
behavior. All the blocks are loaded by their own weight. The 
tasks were solved by finite element method (FEM) by the 
licensed program «ELCUT». 

Vertical distribution of stresses in the pillar, roof strata and 
soil, as well as in the broken-down rocks is shown in Figure 
2a. In this figure, due to the symmetry of the task the left 
pillar, which borders the worked out area, is shown. Here, the 
compressive stress is negative and tensile - positive. 

The distribution of vertical tensions σyy (the abutment 
pressure) on the edge of a pillar has the steadily declining 
character (Fig. 2b). The same steady decline is typical for 
vertical deformations of the pillar – εy. At a certain distance 
xm from the edge of a pillar the normal tensions σyy reach 
their behind limit values for the compression σm. This value is 
defined by the following formula: 
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where: H – the depth of development,  – specific weight 

of host rock,  – the rate of horizontal thrust, s – coal 

maximum strength for simple compression,  – rate of sidereal 
deformation of coal. 

At the same distance mx
 compressive deformation of the 

pillar also reaches its behind limit value m . Thus, in the 

interval [0; mx
] the pillar is in unlimited condition 

accompanied with longitudinal fissures decreasing pillar’s 
solids-carrying capacity. In the limiting point of the pillar with 

0x , compressive deformation reaches its maximum, so 

  00  
 (Fig. 3 a). Due to this, the vertical tensions in the 

interval [0; mx
] must be less than the behind limit value for 

compression strength m . And for 0x  this tensions 

reach their minimum 
  00  

 in the edge segment.  

 

Fig.  2. The results of the calculation of array with linear 

deformations (a); the value of vertical stresses σyy and 

vertical deformations εy on the top of a pillar (b) 

Here M is the module of ultimate deformations which 
equals the module of the linear deformation  E for the fragile 
rock, so M=E. 

 

Fig. 3. a) Stress state of the pillar: 1 – for homogeneous pillar 
with linear deformation; 2 – with allowance for behind limit 

deformation; b) the diagram of pillar’s deformation with 

0x  

Compression process in the edge segment of a pillar is 
described by full diagram of coal volumetric compression. 
The OM part of the diagram describes simple deformation of 

coal up to the maximum strength m  for the given strength 
mode. The MK part of the diagram describes simple 
deformation of coal but above maximum strength for the 
given strength mode.  

Accordingly, full diagram of coal compression, the 
dependence connecting deformations and tensions above 
maximum strength has the following view: 

  Mmm   00  (2) 

We suppose that stressed and deformed condition of the 

pillar with characteristics 0 and 0 can be reached under 
deformation of the edge segment of a pillar with a smaller 
module of the simple deformation Е1. This hypothesis 
corresponds to the simple deformation of the pillar on the way 
OK. 

Stage 2 of calculations. The simple deformation module of 
caved spot of the pillar’s edge can be defined from the 
following equation: 
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The convergence value of pillars floor and top 
  00 uu 

 

in its limiting point 0x  with thickness of a seam m is 
defined as: 
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For behind limit pillar’s deformation modeling, we set the 
caved zone of coal appears in the edge part of a pillar. The 
module of its deformation can be defined using (3). The length 
of this zone is equal to the distance to the maximum of bearing 
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pressure mx
, and the vertical size is equal to the compressive 

value of the edge part of the pillar u0 (Fig. 4).  

 
 

Fig. 4. The part of calculation area including the edge segment 
of a pillar: 1 - coal pillar; 2 – caved space; 3 – host rock;  

4 –zone of coal with reduced modulus of linear deformation 

 

The distribution of the vertical tensions in the pillar 
considering its behind limit deformations is shown on Fig. 5.  

 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 5. The distribution of vertical strength in the pillar 

considers its behind limit deformation: a) in the array; b) on  
the top of a pillar 

 

Digital experiments were conducted under the following 
conditions:  

The maximum strength zone shifts to the solid array (Fig. 
5a), and on the diagram (5b) the maximum of the bearing 
pressure can be seen.  

– the depth of development: H=200, 300, 400, 500 м;  

– the maximum strength of coal for simple 

compression: s
= 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 MPa;  

– bearing pressure rate: 
1

2

1

3

1
,,

.  

So the common number of experiments was 84. 

The calculations conducted in this research allowed to set 
the dependence of the behind limit deformations zone length 
on the basic parameters in the following way: 
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The determination dependence index (6) R2= 0.8958, so 
the equation and all its rates are valid with level of confidence 
(error probability) less than 10-23. 

Obtained dependence allows to estimate the pillar’s 

minimal length in the steady conditions, as 
.xL m 2
 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. The method of calculation of stress-strain state of the 

pillar by the finite element method considering its behind limit 
deformation was developed. 

2. The dependence of the zone length of pillar behind limit 
deformation (the distance to the pressure maximum) from the 
depth, coal simple compression strength and the coefficient of 
lateral thrust was obtained. 

3. It is proposed to use the developed methodology of 
assessing geomechanical state of pillars under mine workings 
in the mines of JSC "SUEK-Kuzbass". 
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